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The meeting was called to order at 10.25 a.m.

i. ~. SIIII~TA (Director-General of the OPEC l.~nd for International Development)
said $hat~ since its inccption~ the Fund i l~d established close working relations
with UNDP and was involved in finanein~ !Z r@giona! and global ~rojects benefiting
at least 68 developing co,retries in all re,ions. Tha~cs zo the special efforts
of the Administrator and his staff~ the pace of implementation~ which had been
slow at the start~ had picked up speed so that of the sum of ~i~28.5 million directly
committed by the Fund for UNDP activities~ about 50 pez c enz had been disbursed.
in addition~ the l~nd had authorized the use of local[ ~ulds generated under its
balance of payments loans to meet Local costs of m~ny other projects. The Fund
hoped to continue its co-oneratien with UND~ for the bene£it of developing
countries.

2. In that context~ the OPEC Fund supported the new U~P initiative in the
energy sector. Recent studies by the Fund had proved that the present pattern of
dependence on oil imports to fuel industry and maintain current life styles did
not suit developing countries and in any case could not go on for ever. The oil-
exporting countries~ where production was declining~ could not indefinitely meet
the Stowing demand for oil, while the developing countries could not continue to
find the foreign exchange to finance their imports of oil~ the cost of which would
inevitably rise as that commodity became scarce. The shift to indigenous energy
sourcqs~ both conventions,i and non-conventiona!~ theref~)re seemed ~o be the best
long-term solution but such a shift would require inter alia concessional
financing for pre-exploration work and feasibility studies~ assistance in devising
new energy technologies ~nd~ in the case of small neighbouring countries~ close
regional co-operation in the exploitation of hydro-energy sources. Very little
had been done in those areas for the benefit of developing countries.

b. At least $8 developin~ countries had not yet taken any steps to evaluate
their potential oil and gas resources~ which seemed to be fairly abundant. The
prospecting areas i~ developing countries had only 1.9 wells per thousand square
kilometres as compared with ]12 wells in vne industrialized countries. Developing
countries had 15 per cen~ of total proven coal reserves but their share of world
production was much less. Exploited hydro-electric resources were an even smaller
percentage of total proven reserves~ amounting to 2 per cent in Africa~ 6 per Cent
in Latin America and 12 per cent in Asia. Even non-commercial energy~ which
accounted for nearly half of the energy consum-~tion in developing countries~ was
far from being fully exploited. However~ in mcst countries the natural forests
by themselves could meet rural energy requirements up to the end of the century.

4. Consequently~ the OPEC Fund~ with its clear emphasis on the financing of
projects to lessen the dependence of retipient countries on imported energy~
welcomed the proposal for the establishment of an :~nersy Fund for Ekploration and
Pre-lnvestment Surveys (DP/4~8). The OPEC ~nd was prepared to contribute
immediately I0 per cent of the resources now envisage~ for the Energy Fund in its
initial three-year period~ provided that the remainder was supplied by other
sources. The OPEC Fund was also prepared tc participate immediately with other
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international donors in a discussion of the details of that proposal and would be
glad to host a meeting of all parties interested in the UNDP proposal at its
Vienna headquarters.

5. In order to ensure that the resources it committed were put to effective
use in developing countries~ the OPEC Fund would ask to t~e part in the regular
supervision of the proposed new fund. If that could not be arranged, the OPEC
Fund would maintain its interest in the programme but on the basis of
co-financing specific UNDP projects to be approved by the Fund on a case-by-caSe
basis.

6. I~. MORSE (Administrator) sincerely thanked the Director-General of the OPEC
Fund for International Development for his generosity and for his firm support
of the UNDP proposal for the establishment of an energy fund.

OTHER FUNDS AND PROGPA}~ES (agenda item 7)

(a) UNITED NATIONS FU~D FOR POPULATION ACTIVITIES

(i) THE REPORT OF T~E E~ECUTIVEDIRECTOR ON 1979 ACTIVITIES AND THE FUTURE
PROGRAM~ (DP/464 and Corr.1, 465 and Corr.l)

(ii) PROPOSED PROJECTS AND PROGRAI@~S (DP/FPA/ll and Add.t to 26)

(iii) REQUEST FOR APPROVAL AUTHORITY (DP/482)

(iv) BUDGET ESTIMATES FOR UNFPA ADMINISTRATIVE AND PROGRAMME SUPPORT SERVICES
FOR 1981 (DP/485, 497)

(v) AUDIT REPORTS (DP/434)

(vi) AN EVALUATION REPORT ON SELECTED UNFPA PROJECTS (DP/495)

(vii) THE FUTURE ROLE OF UNFPA

7. Mr. SALAS (Executive Director, United Nations Fund for Population Activities)
said that, at the Council’s twenty-sixth session, he had raised certain questions
which he had hoped could be discussed at the current session. The discussion had
been postponed to the twenty-eighth session because, at the current session the
Council had to solve the more fundamental question of the adequacy of resources
to meet present and future requests for assistance.

8. With regard to UNFPA programmes and activities in 1979, accelerated
programming and the effective collaboration of Governments had made it possible to
solve the problem of unallocated resources. The funds allocated by UNFPA had
reached the record level of (~149 million, or ~40 million more than in 1978 , while
unallocated resources had declined from ~26 million to less than $8 million~ the
implementation rate had also risen to the unprecedented level of 84 per cent.
Actual expenditures had risen from (~95.7 million in 1978 to (~151.6 million in 1979,
an increase of 57.5 per cent. Consequently, almost all resources available for
1980 , including the remaining unallocated resources, had been programmed by the
end of the first quarter of 1980.



9- UNFPA had thus attained the two gos~Is which the Council had set~ namely~ to
eliminate unallocated resources and to approve progrom~mes sufficiently far ahead.
Because it had scrupulously followed the Council’ s instructions .in regard to
e~panding and accelerati~ pro@ranm~e implementation~ it needed the Council’s
-total support in order to respond positiw,~!y to the many recuests from developing .
countries.

I0. Document DP/464 was a condensed version (to comply with the res-~rictions on
document length) of Ui,~PA’ s annual report~ which was also before the Council in
English. The report showed that the Fund’ s accumulated resources had passed the
$600 million mark in 1979. .L, or the second year in a row~ total a~nual net pledged
contributions hmd e~ceeded :~I00 million and the latest figures showed a t0ta! of
~II12 million~ an increase of more than !I per cent over 1976. Contributions
pledged by Denmark~ the ~eder~,_ Republic of Germany~ Japan9 the Netherlands and

a~,m~ it ,,as encouragii~ to noteSweden had again increased substantially in 1979 "~ ,.
that the Federal Republic of Gelvnany~ Japan and Switzerland had pledged increases
ran~ing from 20 per cent to 33 ~er cent in their contributions for 1900. Four
countries or territories had become donors in 1979 and 21 would become donors in
1960 as a result of U~PA’s participation for the±~;~rs~b time in the annual
United Nations pledgi~ conference for development activities held in November 1979.
The total number of contributors to the Fund stood at !18. The number of projects
directly executed by Governments or institutions in developing countries remained
unchanged at 30 per cent of the total UtiCA progranme but there had been an
increase of @12 million in absolute terms.

ii. The implementation of the priorities system had continued to make progress~
with 19 needs assessments completed in 1979 and 25 more due to be. completed in 1960.
Idany of the programmes at present before the Council for approval were based on
such assessments. UI~FPA was moving towards its target of placing two-thirds of
its total country progra~m~e allocations in developing countries. The proportion
in 1979 was about 56 per cent as against 49 per cent in i978~ and it was at
present nearly 65 per cent if the 14 borderline co,retries were included.

12. During 1979 disc~!ssions had continued in regard to infrast~zcture support
for United Nations organizations. Reductions had been made in !978 and 1979 and
would continue in 1980 and 198!~ with due regard~ ho~ver~ for the need for
adequate backstoppimg of assistance to developin~ countries. He thought that the
provision of infrastructure support was the best and most economical way of
ensuring the backstopping services of United ~ations a~encies in the e~ecution
of country projects. It should be remembered in that connexion that UI~F~A did
not pay overhead costs to any agency e~:cept the United Nations and he therefore
did not agree with the suggestion made in the document on agency support costs
(DP/~SOC/~I) that that arrangement should be °hanged.

13. \~ere intercountry activities were concerned~ UNFPAwas endeavouring to
implement, the decision taken by the Governimg Council the previous year that
support should be held at appro~ately 25 per cent of total programme resources
in 1982.



14. The evaluation report on UNFPA projects (DP/495) described the findings 
threemajor evaluations covering regional population activities in Africa
implemented by the Economic Commission for Africa~ the national family planning
programme of Mauritius; and UNFPA aid to research activities. The Government
of Mauritius had accepted the recommendations of the evaluation report and
agreed that the full report should be made available to the members of the
Council. He trusted that the Council appreciated the candour with ~ich the
evaluationsdescribed major problem areas of the operations, because UNFPA
itself was taking the findings of the evaluations seriously and making efforts

to implement the recommendations.

15. On the assumption that resources would continue to increase by about
15 per cent each year, the total cost of the UNFPA work plan for 1981-1984,
including the annual budgets for all the country programmes, was estimated at
$791 million. At the current session U~PA ~s submitting to the Governing Council
for a~proval 25 programmes, plus three country programmes approved in 1978and
now resubmitted. Seventeen of those programmes were in priority and borderline
countries in Africa, Asia and the Pacific, and Latin America. UN~A commitments
in respect of new submissions amounted to nearly $320million but it must be
borne in mind that, in implementing the programmes, the countries themselves
were committing at least $1.5 billion. However, most of the programmes were
for a four- or five-year period and if approved by the Council, ~uld be subject
to an intensive UNFPA review at the end of the first two years, not only in
regard to progress but also in regard to the financial implications.

16. Three of those programmes accounted for 56 per cent of the resources. The
first was in India, a priority country with which UNFPA had begun co-operating
in 1971 by giving assistance for the training of auxiliary nurses. That
co-operation had become official in 1974 ~enUNFPA had signed an agreement
with the Indian Government under which the Fund had committed $40 million in
assistance over a period of five years to the Indian family planning programme.
That Agreementhad now been fulfilled and the Indian Government had requested
additional U~FPA assistance for a renewed family planning programme. The
government contribution would be $850 million, and the UNFPA input of
$i00 million over a five-year period would be used for comprehensive programmes
in selected districts of the states of Bihar and Rajasthan and for innovative
national schemes to increase community participation and expand maternal and
child health and family planning services.

17. The second programme was for China, where UNFPAaid would amount to
$50 million over a four-year-period for sixteen projects in all kinds of fields:
census-taking; demographic training and research~ family planning- training,
and research; research and e~cation in human reproduction and contraception~
and contraceptive production and packaging. The Government’s direct input
would be about $144 million and UNFPA ~s the first international agency from
which China would receive assistance in the population field. He believed that
a country with a population of almost one billion, which urgently needed new
technology and advanced equipment for census-t~:ing and modern family plannin~
programmes and which was firmly committed to st~oilizing its population, should
be assisted by the Fund even though it ~s not a priority country.
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18. The third..nrog’ram1~e was rot Indonesia and was based on the r~comm~n~.o,~zon~-~ ~ ~ 8~" o of a
needs assessment mission which had visited that country. ’fhe U!WPA contribution of

7 L o v ,_ nmc_~ % o implement i t s ol~i~nzn~ ~orogramme in~30 million would ena)l~ oh:; ~-~ " o~ ~,~ family o "~ ~

the geographic areas where ±oo efforts were not now concentrated. Such aid was
fully justified~ because Indonesia, was a ]~orderline countm%- that had unique problems
resulting from maldis~ri]oution of its pop<lation.

19. The financial commitments involved by the pro~ar3mes sub~:~itted to the Governing
Council at the current session~ when added %o the co-m33itments approved in prior
years, represented a-to%el recp, ir,--,.~eut of alr:3ost ()459 r~3iiiion up to the end of 1984.
If %r~,~l~A was to have -~he resources needed for those hey prot~±°aim-oes during" the next
four or five years and to meet the ;Financial commitnents already incurred~ its
resources must increase substantially. In %hat co!mexion~ the latest estimates
suggested that ~’: ..... "19o~ co.~tributions ~..~ould %0 less thsa an~mcipated and would not exceed
~124 million~ whereas UL~_~A~!S,(.L :antioi~)ato~ lev,~ ~ ,~,f ~i ’~ ~vo. ~_ ,:,I_~ l million. The smaller
fi~o~re was due to the fact that one of the main contributors had substantially
reduced its contribution in hro successive years~ and another sti~i~t’ly in 1980.
U}TF. PA would be a%le to maintain its pl~med pro~amme of (’]136 million by using
interest income ~¢C. the balance of ui%allocated resources, it would~ howover~ need
,9159 million in !981~ and for that purpose~ contributions in 1981 must show s~
increase of 25 per cent over !900. Subsequently~ an annual incm~ease of 15 per cent
would be, required tmtil 1984. It should be stressed~ however~ that the resources of
$791 milliou needed for bhe four-year work plan had been realistically assessed~
clearly~ UIYF]?A could m~dertske many more activities than were envisaged in the work
plan if finds were available. There was, however, no question of its allocating
funds in excess of the resources available to i~ each year. The resources placed at
the Fund,s disposal had not increased as anticipated mainly because of the C~eneral
economic situation and the hijfh i~¢flation rates that had affected all cotmtries~
including those developed cotmtries which were the major contributors.

20. It was apparent that~ unless current -@D?PA fund-raising efforts produced the
hoped-for results~ shortfalls in contributions might again occur in future years.
A display of generosity on the part of all donor cotmtries was therefore essential.

21. The need for increased resources for population activities had been clearly
recognized~ particularly by the International Conference of Parliamentarians on
Population and Development and. by the Drandt Commission~ ~ich had recommended that
international assistance to Ui~’PA end other agencies dealing with population
programmes should be increased in order to meet ~he ~:owing needs in that area~
particularly in the third world.

22. l~Itilateral bilateral pro~a,mmes were showing good resu!ts~ for example~ the
Government of Horway ~ ~ ~nac~ enaole~ D]~PA ~o make additional allocations or more than
~I million in 1979~ ~d the ~omreg°ian con’Oribution was expected to be even larger in
1980. Discussions on additional progrsmmes were also under way with Denms,rk~ Japan
and the Netherlands.

23. A change in the approval e:athority procedure was being proposed s,t the current
session: LrI~pA could now plan projects ~,~ith Governments further in adve~ce~ so that
more two-year and three-year allocations were required. Consequently~ in
document DP/482 the Governing Cotmcil was being asked to authorize allocations for the
full pro~omamme in 1981~ the same a,mo-.mt for 1982~ and half that oa~ount for !98~.



24. The budget estimates for the administrative and pro~amme support services were
contained in document Di~/483~ for 1901, administrative expenditures for headquarters
were estimated at ~6.5 million, or approxinlate!y 5.4 per cent of the total programme
authority of ~159 million. Increases in the 19C! budget estimates~ both for
headquarters ~d for the field~ were attributeJole primarily to the effects of
inflation. A 95 per cent increase in rental for headquarters facilities ~las also
included. The staffing proposals reflected the need to strengthen the Fund’s
capacity to deal ~.rith a large and complex pro~amme and improve the quality of
delivery.

25. With regard to special aotivities~ he drew attention to the results of the
Intemnational Conference of. Parliamentarians 0n Population and Development held in
Colombo (Sri Lanl~a) in August-September 1979. Parliamentarians from 5~ countries had
m~animously adopted the Colombo Declaration on Population and Developn~ent, ~rhich was
subsequently a,~firmed by the Council of the Inter-Parlie~entary Union~ that
Declaration stated; inter alia, that internation~l population assists~nce from all
channels should reach one billion dollars annually by 19S4 - ~hen a World Population
Conference ~ should be held - end called fol ~ the stren~henind~ of U~PA ~,Tithin the
United Nations system, in resolution 34/I04~ the General Assembly had also called for
the strengthening of ~TFPA and it was in conformity ~rith that resolution ~hat the
Council ~Ta.s devoting n]ore time to items relating to the l~a~d at its current session.
He also dre~ attention to the other requests expressed in that resolution~ ~,~hich
had been renroduced in the appendix to the printed version of U~PA~s ~nnual report.

26. The "state of the ~.~orld population" report~ which constituted the introductory
part of that version of the report~ focused on regional aspects of population grd~h
and on questions relating to ~igration. It vas estimated that the urban population
of the world ~ould double again by tl~e end of the century~ ~rhen it would represent
three-quarters of the total population of the more developed co~mtries, and nearly
one-half of the ~op~.la~zon of the deve~opin~ countries. In that connexion, D]’~FPA
was organizing an International Conference on Population and the Urban Future at
Rome in September 19o~O~’ that Conference ~ould bring, together mayors sa~d city
plara~ers from 60 cities, situated in bot~- dew, eloped a~c! developing coquetries, whose

population was e}~pected to exceed five n]illion by the year 2000, as ~ell as national
planning officials.

27. The Fund ~as also interested in the World Conference of the United ITations
Decade for l fomen to be held in Copenhagen in July 1900. The three sub-themes of the
Conference - education~ emplo~a~ent and health - ~rere closely liu]~ed with population
factors such as fertility, mortality, migration and urbanization. In that
connexion~ a special chapter on women, population snd developt~ent had been included
in the U~{FPA Iianual for i~eeds Assessment and l~oc~amme Development~ and the i~und had
recently prepared a paper on D-~PA policies and pro@rammes in the field of ~omen~
population s~]d development. A special section to assume responsibility for
programmes for women and youth I had also been set u~o ~ith:in U!!I,~PA in 1979.

28. The World Tertility Survey Conference ~as’ also being held in July 1980~ ~zhich
would set forth the substantive findings of the Survey to date sa~{l bring them to the
attention of national officials. The 61 cotmtries participating in the Survey ~,~ould
be represented~ as well as the United i[a~bions system~ including Ui~]?A and other
international a~encie s.



29. The ~-hnd, which vms actively interested in the ageing from the population
standpoint ~ would also take part in the International Forum on Active Ageing, to
be held at Rome in August and September 1980. According to the latest

dur~" tke ~.~eriod 1960-197~ the n~uber of persons ~United Nations estimates, .... ~ .......
65 years and over had increased by over 60 per cent in Africa and south Asia~
85 per cent in east isia~ 130 per cent in Latin !<merica and the Caribbean~ and
82 per cent in the developed regions. The UI[FPA input 9o the Conference would
be its principal contribution to the World Assembly on the B!derly~ which the
general Assembly had scheduled for 1982.

30. He drew attention to -[:he book World Ponulation and Development: Chalien~qes
and Prosnects~ copies of which had been d±o~r±buoe<~ bo <~7 Council members~ its
17 chapters surveyed all aspects of population ~rowth and economic development~
including the decline in fertility~ population and its relation to enviromment~
food~ nutrition~ health~ population redistribution~ human rights aspects of
population progmm~es~ women~ population and development~ management of population
pro~oTsxLmes~ etc. In order to ascertain how its staff viewed the Fund’s role in
the 1980s~ UIIFPA had organized a survey of all professional staff members~ copies
of the survey~ ~he first of its kind within the United i{ations system~ were
available %o Council members. In addition~ a three-year study was being initiated
for the purpose of defining population cha!len~es up to the year 2000 and
developing an international strategy to meet them. The report on the study was
expected to be available for the World Population Conference in 1984.

}!. In conclusion~ he said that the Fund had played a catalytic role in population
assistance in the 1970s. In order %o continue and expand that ro!e~ it now
needed a substantial increase in its resources. Fertility rates were admittedly
beginn±ng to decline and population assistance had already achieved good results~
but the international co~mnunity could not afford to falter in its support for
national efforts: population prog~w~es required a long-term perspective and
sustainedconmitment rather than periodic bursts of enthusiasm.

}2. The PRESIDENT proposed that agenda item 7 (a) should be referred to the
Budgetary and Finance Co~nittee.

~. It was so decided.

I’~TTERS ~RISING OUT OF ACTIOK TAI~N BY OTHER ORGANS OF T}~ ~/i~I~ED }IATIOI,[S SYSTEH
(agenda item 9)

(b) ROLE OF QUALIFIED ~[ATiOI,~AL PERSOi,D~L ll’[ TI:~ SOC~iL AI~ ECOi~OHIC DEVELOPI,ENT
OF TI~ DEVELOPi}~G COUiY£RIES (DP/44~)

~4. I~ ~. BA-iSSA (Democratic Yemen) introduced a draft decision on the role 
qualified national personnel in the social and economic development of the
developing’ countries (DP/GC/XXVII/CRP.8), which he hoped could be adopted
without difficulty.



35. i~. SOARES DE LIY~ (Brazil), referring to the Administrator’s report on
the role of qualif&ednational personnel in the social and economic development
of developin~ cotmtries (DP/JA3) , said he had some co~nents to m~ke on the
participation of national expertsin country programmes. The Brazilian Government9
which~ in view of the extensive development efforts facing it s Sought to derive
the msmimum advantage from Ui~P funds, was not in f~vour of %hOSe £~nds being
used to recruit local experts for programme implementation.: In its opinioni UNDP
resources should be used exclusively to finance activities or~services that coul~
not be paid for in local currency. Consequently, Brazilian experts could not
take par% in UNDP projects implemented within the Country excep~ as~¢oun~erpart
personnel s remunerated in local currency by the Brazilian Goverr~nent.

56. That arrangement was the one which best met Brazil’s needs, but would~
of course~ not necessarily suita!!deyel0pingcoun~rics. Consequently~ each
conntry should be free to choose the best way of using UI~P assistance.

37. ~r. CHOV~}K~RY (Bangladesh) welcomed the fact that the Administrator’s report
on the role of qualified national personnel in the social and economic development
of developing countries (DP/443) dealt with all aspects of development, and
contained recommendations~ w]~ich~ broadly speaking~ he was prepared to endorse.
As the report stated~ the development of human resources was just as fundamental
an aspect of development as the construction of the physical infrastructure, and
the lack of qualified national personnel and the <uader-utilization of such
personnel were continuing to slow down the implementation of national development
plans. The developing countries should therefore consider the development of
their human resources from the standpoint of global m%d balanced economic and
social development, and establish an adequate data base on the present and
future supply of and demand for qualified personnel.

38. It was U~P’s role to assist the developing countries in overcoming their
bachvardness in the technological sphere, and it therefore had an important part
to play in that area. In particular s it could provide %hQse countries with the
necessary assistance to assess the qualified personnel needed to implement their
national development plans~ and to determine their existin~ manpovrer resources.

39. Hr. KUNIGI (Japan) said that 9 at first sight~ the draft decision submitted
by Democratic Yemen on the role of qualified national personnel in the social
and economic development of the developing countries appeared quite satisfactory~
but he would revert to that proposal at a later stage, as ell as to the report
of the Administrator (DP/443), on which he wished to ms/~e w number of observations.

40. }it. CZAI~{OV~SI{I (Poland) said that his delegation not only endorsed the
conclusions of the Administrator’s report (DP/443), but was prepared to become
a sponsor of the draft decision submitted by Democratic Yemen (DP/GC/XXVII/CRP.8).
In view of the responsibilities of the United Hations agencies, and particularly



of UI’~P~ ~’~hose prog~ammes gave much weight to trair£n~ activities fOr qualified
national personnel~ a series of measures should be t~@~en within the U~ted Nations
to support the ~}fforts of developing countries to strengtken the role of their
qualified personnel in social and econ@nic development.

41. Hr. AL-!BRAH~I (Kurus, it) requested that the ~ ~ux~ of the statement by the
Director-General of the OPEC International Development Pund should be reproduced
in extenso and circulated to Council members.

L~2. ~. KII%D~2 (Secretary of the Governing Council) said that the tex~ could

be distribute~ in e~tenso only in English~ since its translation into the other
wo~ing languages would have financial implications.

The meetin~ rose at II,~5 a.m.


